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CPCFRO Coaching Expectations 
 

 

Code of Conduct 
• All coaches serve as a role model to the children participating in this program.  They are 

expected to follow the Coaches Code of Conduct at all times.  If a coach does not follow 
these guidelines, he or she may be removed from this volunteer position. Coaching is a 
voluntary position and will not be paid. 

 
 

Safety 
• Two adults (or one adult and one teen-aged coach) should be with the team at all times- 

including practices. 
• Coaches are to remain with the children until they are picked-up by their parents.  
• The Emergency Contact sheets should be carried to all games and practices. 

 
 

Respect 
• Coaches should treat all School Representatives, parents, players, opposing team and 

referees with respect at all times. 
• Players should be given positive feedback.  A coach should never give negative comments at 

a game or practice. 
• A coach should not engage in argument with parents.  If a parent breaks the Parent Code 

of Conduct, it can be handled by the referee, School Representative, or the CPCFRO Staff 
Administrator. 

• Coaches should never yell at the referees.  If a coach has a question about a call or the 
conduct of the opposing team, he/she should speak to the referee during the period or 
game break. 

 
 

Sportsmanship 
• Everyone plays equal time. 
• Introduce yourself to the opposing team before each game and have your team shake 

hands after the game. 
• This is an intramural program.  “Blow-out” scores are not consistent with the philosophy of 

this program and District 102.  If your team has a substantial lead, make a point to give 
beginner athletes a greater role in the game.  



Hallway and Gym Supervision at Ogden 
 

The CPCFRO Board has hired an adult/high/Jr. High school student to supervise the 
hallways at Ogden.  Due to some difficulties in supervision in the past, our paid staff 
will remind all CPCFRO participants and spectators to remain in the gym and only use 
the hallway entrance. 
 
Her/his responsibility will be to ask anyone outside the gym to return to the gym, 
unless going to the bathroom or getting a drink.  All coaches, parents, family 
members and spectators are to remain in the gym at all times.  The guidelines that 
everyone should follow are: 
 
1. Use only the hallway door for entering and exiting. 
 

• When you are in the gym, do not open the gym doors for parents/players.  
Motion to them to use the hallway door. 

 
2. Remain from hanging out in the hallways 
 

• Unsupervised children will to be told to go back into the gym.  Remind them not 
to play around the bleachers. 

• Even if you are waiting for the next game, wait in the gym, not in the hallway.   
• If you have the first game, do not arrive before 6pm. 

 
3. Food or drinks are not allowed in the gyms 
 

• This is for the spectators as well as the participants. 
• There are drinking fountains for the athletes. 
• Water bottles are not allowed in the gyms. 
• Leave all water bottles or drinks in the hallway outside the gym. 

 
4. Respect the players in the gym 

 
• There will be 15 minutes of practice (only for players, not other family 

members) before each game.  Be respectful of the teams practicing and stay 
near the bleachers.   

• In-between games or matches, only CPCFRO players should be handling the 
volleyballs, not younger relatives. 

 
 

 
 



CPCFRO Volleyball Guidelines 
 

Introduction 
The CPCFRO league is for low-keyed competition, skill acquisition, and teamwork.  There are no 
team standings, and the program is not for parental glory and thirst for victory.  Thus, volunteer 
coaches are asked to assure that the program is fun, fair and safe.  We need to be mindful that 
both student and parent behaviors can run counter to the programs philosophy.  Coaches must 
provide a leadership role in minimizing these problems.  Speak directly to parents who cheer 
against teams rather than for good play. Above all, support the high school referees and their 
decisions.  These students are former CPCFRO participants and young adults who deserve 
thoughtful and positive interactions from students, coaches and parents. 
 
General Rules 
1. Please have players arrive at scheduled game time (players are not allowed in gym before 6:00 

PM). 
2. No food, drinks or gum in gym.  No jewelry (rings, watches, etc.).  Eyeglasses should have 

safety straps. 
3. Players and children spectators should remain in the gym (no hallway wandering).  All children 

must be accompanied by an adult. 
4. Referees may terminate the game at any time if in their opinion there is poor sportsmanship or 

inappropriate cheering from the bleachers. 
5. Coaches and parents are not to harass the referees.  It is the coach’s responsibility to enforce 

parental cooperation. Coaches are to support referee decisions.  Under no circumstance is a 
coach to reprimand or instruct referees. Coaches may bring their concerns to the attention of 
referees during breaks.  Parents concerned about referee calls or other matters should direct 
their concerns to their school CPCFRO representative.  There is a ZERO TOLERANCE policy 
for harassing CPCFRO referees as well as any other displays of poor sportsmanship.  Teams 
may be expelled from the league if the CPCFRO representative finds habitual unruly team play, 
poor sportsmanship or inappropriate parent behavior.  PLEASE alert parents and students in 
advance of the games of this policy. 

6. If insufficient players arrive for a team, coaches can split the players evenly from the two 
scheduled teams or the team with insufficient players may enlist players from the same school 
if both coaches agree to this arrangement.  If the latter choice is accepted, the team that is 
short players cannot be “stacked” with the school’s most highly skilled players. 

7. Scores of the games are kept, but no team standings are maintained.  Games are low keyed, 
instructional, intramural, and fun.  Please encourage both teams on the court.  Someday, many 
of these students will be on the same teams at Park and beyond. Good sportsmanship among 
players and parents is vital. 

8. Coaches may schedule as many practices as possible prior to the season, and NO more then 1 
practice per week after the games start throughout the remainder of the season.  You are 
given 15 minutes of practice time before each game.  For insurance purposes, all practices 
must be held on 102 property. 
 
 
 
 



VOLLEYBALL GAME RULES 
 
1. ALL PLAYERS GET EQUAL PLAYING TIME REGARDLESS OF THEIR ABILITY AND 

PLAYER PARTICIPATION IN GAMES AND PRACTICES (ATTENDANCE).  It is the 
responsibility of the coaches to ensure that this occurs. 

 
2. At the beginning of every game, teams will have 15 minutes of “teaching instruction” time.  

The referees will set the time and each team will use one side of the net.  The first 10 
minutes are designated for passing and setting. The last 5 minutes are for both teams to 
practice serving over the net.  Practice time is for players only, not siblings or spectators.   

 
3. Games may be played up to, but not beyond, time allocated (45 minutes, including the 

practice time).  There will be a three minute break in between each game. 
 
4. Rally score will be used (a point is rewarded no matter which team served).  Games 1 and 2 

will be played to 25.  Game 3 is played to 15 or until the 45-minute allocated time has 
expired.  The referee can start game 3 and end it, without actually finishing the game, to 
start the following match on time.   

 
5. A ball hitting the ceiling of the opponent is a dead ball; however, players can play the ball 

from their ceiling if the ball is on their side of the net. 
 
6. Offensive players rotate if the server serves 5 consecutive points.  The team keeps 

possession. 
 
7. Offensive servers are allowed two attempts to get the ball into play during the first 

game.  Only single attempts to serve thereafter if first service scores a point and during 
games 2 and 3.  

 
8. Referees determine the service line (which may be closer to the net than regulation play).  

Highly skilled players must serve from regulation distance.   
 
9. Players will be allowed to set on a serve, though caution should be used.  
 
10. Players should be encouraged to use proper technique (e.g. no kicking or "heading" the 

balls). 
 
11. Let service is allowed (when a serve hits the net on its way over).  Net is set at 6 ½ feet. 
 
12. If the server is attempting an overhead serve and decides not to hit the ball after it is 

tossed, he/she may catch the ball before hitting it and try again.  In travel leagues, the 
server cannot catch the ball and it must fall to the ground.  Instruct your players to let 
an errant toss fall, bur our refs will NOT be calling a caught service toss. 

 
13. A serve that hits the ceiling is out. 
 



14. All players are to complete their full rotation of six positions once they enter the game.  
A coach cannot substitute players unless a player is injured or unable to play.  There is no 
subbing in CPCFRO volleyball. 


